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About This Game

From Village to Empire is an indie turn based strategy game with a historical setting.

Build cities, research technologies, and train units to discover new lands and conquer the world!

Features

 Singleplayer, LAN and Steam Multiplayer game modes

 Technological progress from ancient to modern ages

 Multiple playable nations

 Complete control over city expansion

 All buildings are placed on the world map
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 No automatic embarking, units must be transported in boats

 Procedural map generation

 Sequential and Simultaneous multiplayer modes

 Unit experience and leveling system
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Title: From Village to Empire
Genre: Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Witch Laboratory
Publisher:
Witch Laboratory
Release Date: 25 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or greater

Processor: 2 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128mb Video Memory

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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This gaem is fantastic. better than call of duty. it is also very realistic as putin would definately do this. :). I use to have cancer,
and I beat it, but this game brought back my cancer.. don't come into this game looking for something great. This is basically a
fun little time waster. Good for playing inbetween other games or if you are bored waiting for something to downoad. If you
play this game for more than an hour at a time you will get very bored. This is a great supplement and I recommend it. However
I also recommend that the editor carefully proofread it once again, because there are many instances of paragraphs repeated and
so on that need to be corrected.. This is a great game. I find that it has a good setting, operation Luttich, the german drive to cut
through western Normandy to cut off patton as he is now in brittany. In real life the germans didn't fare so well, they lost
horribly and the losses they took here only quickened the losing of france. Now you take the helm either as the US, or as the
germans. The latter I find to be the more intriguing of the game as you are desperately trying to hold off the enemy's superior
forces and achieve your goal.

Gameplay is next. Panthers in the Fog (PitF) has a lot of the standard body of close combat games, realistic morale and armour
penetration, but here is almost a hearkening back to the days of Clost combat 3 the russian front. PitF has large maps and many
tanks, which is good because everybody loves tanks. Also added are mortar and artillery barrages, as well as strafing from
planes. My only complaint is the same as any close combat game, artillery is an AI cheat weapon. Speaking of AI, it honestly
isnt as good as previous installment's, while fantastic on defense the AI rarely attacks and often forces you to make the first
move even when you are vastly outnumbered.

Here lies the campaign map. It's a big part of the game, lots of the grand strategy of the game comes from choosing which units
to give artillery and choosing where to move your units. I can't say anything particularly bad about it, but good neither. It's
servicable.

So overall it's a great game and the poor parts are massively overwhelmed by the good, I heartily encourage a buy. Enjoy!
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Hangen out with my gf on the dock and the shrooms started kincken in.... we both passed out.... Woak up and noticed some kid
needs to have his bb gun taken away. I walked to the nearest house. Found my gf's car and a dead guy....:sigh: .. not again... . ...
maby the dude smashed her phone and she went all psycho... Went to look for my gf and ran into a big black postcard that
chased me..... then gave me a vision of elvis..... took some health..... The voices in my head are very loud today.... same ol same
ol "we need souls"..... "kill... kill"..... Found a camper calling out for her bf. Walked up to her to ask if i coud help and she
freaks out... gets in her car..... and drives it into a fallen tree taller than my trailer.....so i ate her soul...... now i can run again,,,,,.
Fun game especially when saving the white cute kitty! Lots of strategy including setting deadly traps for goblins. Save the cute
little kitties ^^. So do you like solitaire games? Then go get Regency Solitaire or Faerie Solitaire. Those are much better games
than this one is. The main reason why I'm giving this a not recommended is the fact that there is a pretty hideous bug that when
you quit the game it records the hand you were on as a failure and moves to the next one, even if you didn't start that hand.
That's pretty bad for a game that is meant to be more on the casual side and played off and on to relax, not to be played in one
sitting. Though thankfully the game's achievements are easy enough that unless you quit during like every hand, you'll be able to
get them all even with this bug.

The other issue I had with the game is that even on the easier of the two modes, it was very luck based and not skill based for a
large number of hands. After about two of the chapters all of a sudden you get layouts with a lot of blocked cards and very little
ability to get a combo. To be quite honest if you don't get the achievement for a 20 combo before restoring the fire amulet in the
human realm, you aren't very likely to get it because getting any decent combo without saving up a ton of wildcards is not
happening with those layouts. You'll get very sick of Seth's laughter for leaving more than 5 cards quite quickly because you'll
be hearing it a lot. Of note, I played on casual, though I am a perfectionist. Between this and the bug I had to deal with not being
able to perfect every level.

Another issue that is present is that at times the music just stops for no good reason.

Put simply, this game is a promise of a solid game that really needs some work and I'll gladly edit this review if some of these
issues get fixed, though truly these sorts of issues should have been worked out before release, not after. The artwork is very
lovely and the music when it actually plays right is relaxing. The game can be fun when I'm not getting frustrated at retrying a
level a bunch of times just to get less than 4 cards remaining. Edit to add: The dev has responded that the bug causing fails in
hands cannot be fixed.

As it stands now, I can't recommend the game outside of a much better sale or in a bundle because it's more frustating than
relaxing and fun and a game should get harder as you progress, not easier It also mostly gets easier because you get amulets and
power ups to be able to deal with the frustrating factors of luck playing such a role.. It's a pretty good game and you should
probably have it on your wishlist. The best part is when the game doesn't work properly. Well I only can find that part.. An
adequate Marble Madness-lite. Oddly enough, the worst part of this game is the atmosphere. It's boring and dark and never
changes. The level design is ok, but some later stages have punishingly far apart checkpoints.
It's ok for a chill experience for maybe an hour, but that's about it. Still, at $1.19, I'd say it's worth grabbing if you're into the
Marble sort of games at all.. I haven't gotten very far, but I really like this game. Sure, there are timed levels, but you don't
automatically fail if you odn't meet the time. The one thing I'd want, though, is a way to undo a move.. Basically this feels like
Smash Bros, if John Woo directed it.. Well I'm glad I found this game in a bundle with some good games, cause this game is
baaaad! Really, let me sum it up:
- The background images are blurry, like enlarged jpg pictures.
- The items you need to find are sometimes hidden behind other objects, only partly on the screen, or the description is just bad.
- When you (accidentally) hit the menu button you have to start the level over.
- This game is so short, I was done in 71 minutes, 15 of which I was having lunch while the game was running.
- The story is... present? But in ends... well abrubtly would be an understatement.
- If you click an object you need to find, you have to wait for it to leave the screen, before you can click on the next object.
- The light on screen is slightly pulsating, making the edges hard to even see, let alone find objects in it.

I guess that's about it. Too bad those are the most basic parts of a Hidden Object game. And I did not even mention the puzzles
you have to complete after you finish a level. It would work if you had some kind of indication of where the pieces should go,
other than the tiny image on the side of the screen. Why even make the puzzle pieces disappear after they have been placed
correctly?
Does this game have any positive aspects? Well the tune that plays when you're searching for items is kinda catchy.... I'm glad
NekoWorks made us possible to pledge a few more days to get this wonderful OVA done! It's one of the best things I watched
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in my life!
Loli, Nekos, Christmas and a lot of happy faces; you can't possibly ask for anything more!

Long as a normal Anime Episode, it really brings joy to any Nekopara Fan!

Micro Missile Power-up:
Hey guys,

Here's some details about the new Micro Missile Power-up
Launch a swarm of fire and forget micro missiles. Like a pack of frenzied piranha, they seek out their prey and tear chunks off
them until there's nothing left.

http://www.coldbeamgames.com/3/post/2011/05/micro-missile-power-up.html

Teaser trailer comong soon.
DLC will be released in June :)

Enjoy,
Steve. Pixel Game Maker MV Golden Week Holiday Announcement:
Greetings everyone!

Thank you all for using Pixel Game Maker MV!

While we are hard at work providing you with support & preparing the next patch, we are going to have a put things on hold for
a few days.
As we are based in Japan, we will be unavailable from April 27th through May 6th due to the extended Japanese holidays for the
period known as Golden Week.

We will resume normal operations on May 7th.
We apologize for the inconvenience this causes, and will try to ensure that we handle as many cases before the period starts as
we can.

Regards,
The entire Pixel Game Maker MV team

https://store.steampowered.com/app/837510/Pixel_Game_Maker_MV__MV/

Pixel Game Maker MV. Update 3.17 is live now - NEW MAP & HALLOWEEN EVENT!:

Welcome to the latest content update for Bloons TD 5! Let's take a look at what's new!

New Content. This Month in Mordor – January of 2018:
The New Year has finally dawned! 2017 was a wonderful year here in Mordor. We released new patches, new content, and we
pushed out a mountain of Community Challenges for you to sink your teeth into. (And boy, did you.) That's why we're thrilled
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to be back to make 2018 an even better time to hang out with us in Mordor.

This month we've already got a lot in store for you – so we're just going to get right to it:

The Blade of Galadriel. Two new pages of Stories from the THREE KINGDOMS!:

Stories from the THREE KINGDOMS continues with pages 6 and 7: https://3kcomic.totalwar.com

Take a look to get your weekly fix of the tale of the Three Kingdoms!. Something's Happening at Diner Bros:
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Chefs, we're still stuck at our hiding spot here in Diner Bros since this strange guy broke in. The other day I was so nervous that
I didn't realize the picture was in black and white. Here's in color, weird, right? The guy is just roaming and moaning all day and
just won't leave! Something big is happening, I can feel it. What do you think we should do?
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